
 
 

OXYGEN PLUS KICKS OFF FESTIVAL SEASON WITH A WELLNESS BOOST  
AT COACHELLA 2019 

 
 MINNEAPOLIS, April 9, 2019 -- On April 12th - April 14th, an estimated 150,000 festival goers 
will journey to California's Colorado Desert to experience live performances from today's biggest acts 
at the 2019 Coachella Valley Music & Arts Festival. In the midst of massive crowds, record high 

temperatures, day drinking and non-stop partying, attendees may experience a long list of health 
concerns – from extreme fatigue to dehydration. Coachella will debut a new, portable way to restore 
and replenish the body, with an all-natural resource that has been hailed for its beneficial properties 

– oxygen. With the help of pioneering wellness company, Oxygen Plus (O+), this year's festival will 
offer pure, breathable oxygen to keep attendees at optimal oxygen levels. 
 Offering an alternative to energy drinks and supplements, Oxygen Plus will 
provide its signature O+ Biggi canister, containing pure recreational oxygen for "ALL 

DAY ENERGY" ®. Each lightweight canister features a mask that allows users to easily 
inhale oxygen through the nose or mouth. A science-backed solution to the effects of 
poor air quality, physical fatigue, mental fog and alcohol, O+ will offer bottled oxygen 

at 10 locations: near the festival's main stage and at various recovery areas. O+ 
canisters will be available for purchase at both Coachella events (April 12-14 and April 
19-21). Concert goers can also locate and tag Oxygen Plus on Instagram with 
#BiggiHit.  

 "We take pride in being the first company ever to offer oxygen's restorative 
benefits to festival goers at Coachella, with the help of our champion product, the O+ 
Biggi," said Christine Warren, Founder and President of Oxygen Plus. "We'll provide 

attendees with a unique and all-natural wellness boost for an improved party 
experience." 
 In addition to the O+ Biggi canister, Oxygen Plus offers a variety of environmentally-friendly 

products including its O+ Mini, O+ Skinni, and O+ Elevate Pack. Each O+ product can be purchased 
at select retailers and at oxygenplus.com. In line with Coachella, during the month of April buyers can 
receive 20 percent off their entire order online by using code COACHELLA19 at checkout. For more 
information, please visit our Oxygen Plus website, our Facebook page at Oxygen Plus, or our 

Instagram page at @oxygen_plus. 


